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The Tiger’s Daughter
K Arsenault Rivera
A story of love, power, passion and
two prophesied warriors who are
their world’s last hope of survival,
The Tiger’s Daughter is one of
the year’s best fantasy novels.
Tor
9780765392534 $15.99

We Were Stangers Once
Betsy Carter
This exquisitely moving novel
is about a circle of Jewish
immigrants who, on the eve
of World War II, flee Germany
for an uncertain future across
the sea.
Grand Central
9781455571437 $26

Every Last Lie
Mary Kubica
New York Times bestselling
author Mary Kubica delivers an
exhilarating thriller about a widow
who learns the only thing scarier
than her husband’s lies is the truth.
Park Row
9780778319986 $26.99

The Orphan’s Tale
Pam Jenoff
The instant New York Times bestseller
by Pam Jenoff was inspired by a true
story of sacrifice and survival during
World War II.
Mira
9780778319818 $15.99

Holly and Ivy
Fern Michaels
In this heartwarming story of
family lost and found, beloved #1
New York Times bestselling author
Fern Michaels gifts readers with
her first full-length hardcover
Christmas novel.
Kensington
9781496703170 $22.95

Forest Dark
Nicole Krauss
From the New York Times bestselling
author of The History of Love,
comes this achingly beautiful novel
about personal transformation. A
lawyer and a young novelist follow
disparate searches into the same
Israeli desert.
Harper
9780062430991 $27.99

The Resurrection of Joan Ashby
Cherise Wolas
This Indie Next Selection is about
a woman who struggles with the
sacrifices required by motherhood
and how an unthinkable betrayal
confirms her deepest fears.
Flatiron
9781250081438 $27.99

Rise and Shine, Benedict Stone
Phaedra Patrick
Filled with charm, this novel is a
reminder of the unbreakable bonds
of family and that having someone
to embrace life with is always
better than standing alone.
Park Row
9780778319993 $24.99

It Devours!
Joseph Fink & Jeffrey Cranor
From the authors of the New York
Times bestselling novel Welcome to
Night Vale and the creators of the
podcast of the same name comes
this mystery that explores faith and
science.
Harper Perennial
9780062476050 $21.99

A Dog’s Way Home
W. Bruce Cameron
In the tradition of his bestselling
A Dog’s Purpose, now a major motion
picture, W. Bruce Cameron returns
with his most recent heartwarming
tale, A Dog’s Way Home.
Forge
9780765374653 $24.99

FICTION
Seven Days of Us
Francesca Hornak
Get ready to fall in love with
the Birches! Full of humor and
heartache, this debut novel will
give you a new perspective on
life and family.
Berkley
9780451488756 $26

NYC
Tenements, Towers & Trash
Julia Wertz
Based on the popular illustrated
columns by cartoonist Julia Wertz,
Tenements, Towers & Trash is a
raw, hilarious and unconventional
portrait of New York City.
Black Dog & Leventhal
9780316501217 $29.99

A Column of Fire
Ken Follett
International bestselling author
Ken Follett’s Kingsbridge series
continues with the magnificent
new epic A Column of Fire.
Viking
9780525954972 $36

The Rooster Bar
John Grisham
In John Grisham’s newest legal
thriller, three friends go from
debt-ridden law students
to fugitives from the law at
breakneck speed.
Doubleday
9780385541176 $28.95

A Legacy of Spies
John le Carré
The undisputed master returns
with a riveting new book—his
first George Smiley novel in
more than 25 years.
Viking
9780735225114 $28

Manhattan Beach
Jennifer Egan
The spectacular, long-awaited
novel from the Pulitzer Prizewinning author of A Visit from
the Goon Squad, Manhattan
Beach is a masterful, intimate
exploration of a transformative
moment in the lives of women
and men, America and the world.
Scribner
9781476716732 $28

Going into Town
Roz Chast
Beloved cartoonist Roz Chast’s
loving and hilarious guide to
New York City is the perfect gift.
Bloomsbury
9781620403211 $28

Highbrow, Lowbrow,
Brilliant, Despicable
The editors of New York Magazine
This illustrated guide to New
York Magazine’s first 50 years is
stocked with new material and
groundbreaking writing from the
magazine’s archives by legends
including Tom Wolfe, Gloria
Steinem and Nora Ephron.
Simon & Schuster
9781501166846 $65
Gotham Rising
Jules Stewart
Yellow cab driver-turnedhistorian and award-winning
journalist Jules Stewart
presents a one-of-a-kind,
thoroughly researched history
of the dramatic era of change in
1930s New York City.
I.B. Tauris
9781784535292 $29

Greater Gotham
Mike Wallace
“Magisterial… .[Greater
Gotham] sets a standard for
urban history, capturing both
New York’s particularities and
its protean dynamism.”
—Publishers Weekly
Oxford University Press
9780195116359 $45
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The Vietnam War
Geoffrey C. Ward & Ken Burns
A vivid, beautifully written and
richly illustrated history of the
conflict that tore America apart,
this is the companion volume to
the historic Ken Burns PBS series.
Knopf
9780307700254 $60

Alone
Michael Korda
Combining epic history with
intimate family stories, Michael
Korda chronicles the outbreak of
World War II and the events that
led to Dunkirk.
Liveright
9781631491320 $29.95

The Radium Girls
Kate Moore
A New York Times bestseller,
Radium Girls is the incredible
true story of the young women
exposed to the ”wonder”
substance of radium and their
brave struggle for justice as their
health rapidly deteriorated.
Sourcebooks
9781492649359 $26.99

Code Girls
Liza Mundy
Several hundred American
female codebreakers helped
secure an Allied victory
during World War II—this is
their story.
Hachette
9780316352536 $28

Blitt
Barry Blitt
A gorgeous, entertaining and
provocative compendium of
the award-winning artist’s
iconic illustrations for The New
Yorker, the New York Times,
Vanity Fair and more, Blitt is a
must-have for art lovers.
Riverhead
9780399576669 $40
Grant
Ron Chernow
Pulitzer Prize winner Ron
Chernow returns with a
sweeping and dramatic
portrait of one of our most
compelling generals and
presidents, Ulysses S. Grant.
Penguin Press
9781594204876 $40

Endurance
Scott Kelly
The astronaut who spent a recordbreaking year in space offers a candid
account of his remarkable voyage, his
prior journeys off the planet and his
colorful formative years.
Knopf
9781524731595 $29.95

Bobby Kennedy
Chris Matthews
This revealing new portrait of
Robert F. Kennedy is a gripping,
in-depth, behind-the-scenes look
at one of the great figures of the
20th century.
Simon & Schuster
9781501111860 $28

Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts
Club Band
Brian Southall
Beatles insider Brian Southall
chronicles the making of
the band’s game-changing
album just in time for its 50th
anniversary.
Imagine
9781623545260 $30

Finding Magic
Sally Quinn
From author, journalist, television
commentator and Washington,
D.C. insider Sally Quinn comes this
captivating and startlingly intimate
memoir about how her spiritual
quest brought her meaning amid
five decades among Washington’s
powerful elite.
HarperOne
9780062315502 $28.99

HOT TOPICS
Supernormal
Meg Jay, Ph.D.
Meg Jay, clinical psychologist
and author of The Defining
Decade, takes us into the
world of the supernormal—
individuals who soar to
unexpected heights after
childhood adversity.
Twelve
9781455559152 $28

Tell
Major Margaret Witt
This is the moving, inspirational
true story of how Major
Margaret Witt took on the U.S.
military and ended the ban on
homosexual servicemen and
women.
ForeEdge
9781611688429 $27.95

Discipline Equals Freedom
Jocko Willink
Find your will, find your discipline,
and you will find your freedom.
The #1 New York Times bestselling
co-author of Extreme Ownership
describes how he lives that mantra
and the mental and physical
disciplines he imposes on himself
in order to achieve freedom in all
aspects of life.
St. Martin’s
9781250156945 $24.99
All the Women in
My Family Sing
Deborah Santana, editor
This is a vital collection of essays
documenting the aspirations and
wisdom of women of color as they
exercise autonomy, creativity and
dignity in today’s turbulent world.
Nothing But the Truth
9780997296211 $16.95

200 Women
Ruth Hobday, Geoff Blackwell,
Sharon Gelman & Marianne
Lassandro, editors
This deluxe collection of 200
inspiring profiles and portraits
features both famous icons
(primatologist Jane Goodall) and
less familiar but no less visionary
figures (activist Marian
Wright Edelman).
Chronicle
9781452166582 $50
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bone
Yrsa Daley-Ward
From the celebrated poet Yrsa
Daley-Ward comes a poignant
collection of autobiographical
poems about the heart, life and
the inner self.
Penguin
9780143132615 $15

Stamped from the Beginning
Ibram X. Kendi
Winner of the National Book Award!
This is an ambitious, relentless
chronicle of anti-black, racist ideas
and their staggering influence on
American history.
PublicAffairs
9781568585987 $19.99

A Moonless, Starless Sky
Alexis Okeowo
This evocative book weaves together
four narratives to chronicle the wave
of fundamentalist extremism currently
sweeping the African continent—and
the extraordinary measures ordinary
individuals have taken to fight
against it.
Hachette
9780316382939 $26

Be Fierce
Gretchen Carlson
In Be Fierce, Gretchen Carlson
shares her own experiences, as well
as powerful and moving stories
from others, to encourage women
to stand up and speak up in every
aspect of their lives.
Center Street
9781478992172 $27

Sisters First
Jenna Bush Hager
& Barbara Pierce Bush
Enjoy these funny and poignant
personal stories and reflections from
former first daughters Jenna Bush
Hager and Barbara Pierce Bush.
Grand Central
9781538711415 $28

GREAT GIFTS
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Reactions
Theodore Gray
The long-awaited third
installment in Theodore Gray’s
bestselling Elements trilogy,
Reactions literally puts a
microscope on the molecular
interactions at the foundation
of our very being.
Black Dog & Leventhal
9780316391221 $29.99

Remarkable Books
DK
This illustrated guide to more
than 75 of the world’s most
celebrated and rare books and
handwritten manuscripts
is the perfect gift
for bibliophiles.
DK
9781465463623 $30

Christmas Jars:
Collector’s Edition
Jason F. Wright
This collector’s edition couples
the original bestselling book with
20 true stories of people who
have experienced the Christmas
Jars phenomenon by giving or
receiving an anonymous holiday
donation of a coin-filled jar.
Shadow Mountain
9781629723297 $17.99

Mythology
Edith Hamilton
The seminal text on Greek, Roman
and Norse mythology, Edith
Hamilton’s masterpiece now
features specially commissioned
illustrations and packaging in
honor of its 75th anniversary.
Black Dog & Leventhal
9780316438520 $29.99

Real Food/Fake Food
Larry Olmsted
Part cautionary tale, part culinary
crusade, this New York Times
bestseller is addictively readable,
mouthwateringly enjoyable and
utterly relevant.
Algonquin
9781616204211 $27.95

Red Wine
Kevin Zraly, Mike DeSimone
& Jeff Jenssen
This definitive compendium explains
how red wine is made and how the
winemaking process affects taste.
Each chapter profiles a variety or style
with comprehensive at-a-glance
information, covering tasting notes,
food pairings and recommended wines.
Sterling Epicure
9781454918233 $27.95
The Wisdom of Sundays
Oprah Winfrey
Oprah Winfrey showcases gems
of insight that inspiring spiritual
leaders of our time have shared with
her on the enriching series Super
Soul Sunday.
Flatiron
9781250138064 $27.99

American Seafood
Barton Seaver
A book for anglers, cooks and
history buffs, this is a master
class on seafood, a love letter
to fishermen and an essential
guide to better understanding
the history and flavors of
one of American’s most
important industries.
Sterling Epicure
9781454919407 $50
Atlas of Beer
Nancy Hoalst-Pullen
& Mark W. Patterson
This visually stunning and
comprehensive atlas includes
more beers and more countries
than any other book of its kind.
National Geographic
9781426218330 $40

A Book That Takes Its Time
Irene Smit
& Astrid van der Hulst
Unique in the way it mixes
reading and doing, A Book That
Takes Its Time is a mindfulness
retreat between two covers.
Workman
9780761193777 $27.50
Also Available:
A Year of Tiny Pleasures
Page-A-Day Calendar
9781523500147 $14.99

GREAT GIFTS
Lonely Planet’s
Atlas of Adventure
This encyclopedia for thrill-seekers
and adrenaline junkies features
the best outdoor experiences
across the world, making it the
ultimate introduction to an
exciting new world of adventure.
Lonely Planet
9781786577597 $35

Ungrateful Mammals
Dave Eggers
In his first art book, acclaimed
writer Dave Eggers pairs
his drawings of animals
with humorous or biblical
text. The result is an oddly
anthropomorphic tableau that
creates an entertaining and
eccentric body of work.
Abrams
9781419724633 $29.99
Dear Evan Hansen
Steven Levenson, Benj Pasek
& Justin Paul
From the Tony Award-winning
team behind Dear Evan Hansen
comes this extensive official
behind-the-scenes look into this
new hit musical.
Grand Central
9781538761915 $40

National Geographic
Night Vision
Susan Tyler Hitchcock
The world is a different
place after dark, and this
magnificent photography
book illuminates the
wonders that emerge after
sunset.
National Geographic
9781426218521 $40

Chuck D Presents This Day in Rap
and Hip Hop History
Chuck D
This is the first ever compendium to
detail the most iconic moments and
influential songs in rap and hip-hop’s
history, with insider’s perspective
from “the teacher himself. Chuck D!”
—Kendrick Lamar
Black Dog & Leventhal
9780316430975 $29.99

Blue Ocean Shift
W. Chan Kim
& Renée Mauborgne
This practical guide will help
managers and entrepreneurs
apply the business theory
presented in the global
bestseller Blue Ocean Strategy.
Hachette
9780316314046 $28

Where the Animals Go
James Cheshire
& Oliver Uberti
For thousands of years,
tracking animals meant
following footprints. Now
satellites, drones, camera
traps and cellphone
networks reveal the natural
world as never before.
Norton
9780393634020 $39.95
How to Be Human
Edited by Jeremy Webb
Touching on everything you need
to know about being human,
this is an eye-opening, full-color
exploration of the true nature of
humanity.
Nicholas Brealey
9781473658707 $35
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The Revenge of Analog
David Sax
This entertaining tour of the
ascendancy of analog is a
must-read for book lovers,
vinyl enthusiasts, board
game aficionados or film
photographers.
PublicAffairs
9781610398213 $16.99

Basketball (and Other Things)
Shea Serrano & Arturo Torres
With wit and wisdom, bestselling
author Shea Serrano provides
arguments and answers for a whole
new set of pivotal and ridiculous fan
disputes from basketball history.
Abrams Image
9781419726477 $19.99

COOKING
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Stock the Crock
Phyllis Good
Bestselling author and
America’s most popular slowcooker authority Phyllis Good
brings a fresh collection of 100
essential, innovative and easyto-prepare recipes—each with
variations to customize the dish
according to dietary needs.
Oxmoor House
9780848753146 $21.99
Dark Side of the Spoon
Joe Inniss, Ralph Miller
& Peter Stadden
Celebrating the humorous
parallels between food
and rock, this cookbook is a
must-have for anyone with
a love for cooking, music or
illustration—or all three.
Laurence King
9781786270894 $14.99

Air Fry Genius
Meredith Laurence
Learn how to use any air fryer to
make easy, delicious meals with
less guilt than traditional frying.
This cookbook includes more
than 100 recipes.
Walah!
9780982754061 $24.95

Amish Community Cookbook
Carole Roth Giagnocavo
& Mennonite Central Committee
This attractive, kitchen-friendly
cookbook offers 294 authentic
country recipes in a sturdy hardback
with hidden-spiral binding that lies
flat for easy countertop use.
Fox Chapel Publishing
9781565238787 $19.99

The Blue Apron Cookbook
Blue Apron Culinary Team
From the kitchens of Blue Apron—
a meal delivery service that has
become wildly popular for its
healthy and delicious recipes—
comes this cookbook featuring stepby-step recipes for technique-driven
“essential meals” that transform
novice cooks into home chefs.
Harper Wave
9780062562760 $39.99

Rocco’s Healthy & Delicious
Rocco DiSpirito
From #1 New York Times
bestselling author and chef
Rocco DiSpirito comes a beautiful
cookbook featuring 250 craveable,
mostly plant-based recipes for
everyday life.
Harper Wave
9780062378125 $29.99

The Sweet Spot
Bill Yosses & Peter Kaminsky
The former White House pastry
chef for Presidents George W.
Bush and Barack Obama presents
a healthy, delicious collection of
dessert recipes.
Pam Krauss
9780804189019 $35

Smitten Kitchen Every Day
Deb Perelman
Written with her trademark
humor and gorgeously
illustrated with her own
photographs, Deb Perelman’s
Smitten Kitchen Every Day
is filled with unfussy recipes
that yield triumphant results.
Knopf
9781101874813 $35

The Moosewood
Restaurant Table
The Moosewood Collective
The creators of America’s
beloved natural foods restaurant
Moosewood are back with a new
book of over 250 brand new,
never-before-published recipes.
“It’s Moosewood’s world. We’re
just eating in it.” —Christine
Muhlke, New York Times
St. Martin’s Griffin
9781250074331 $35

Celebrate Every Season
with Six Sisters’ Stuff
Six Sisters’ Stuff
The bestselling and beloved
Six Sisters have created
the ultimate guide for
celebrating every holiday in
every month, plus ideas for
creating new and memorable
special occasions with kidfriendly recipes.
Shadow Mountain
9781629723280 $22.99

CHILDREN’S
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Malala’s Magic Pencil
Malala Yousafzai & Kerascoët
Nobel Peace Prize winner
and New York Times
bestselling author Malala
Yousafzai’s first picture book
is inspired by her
own childhood.
Little, Brown
9780316319577 17.99

It Takes a Village
Hillary Rodham Clinton
& Marla Frazee
Secretary of State and Democratic
presidential nominee Hillary
Rodham Clinton’s first picture
book tells a heartwarming story
of community and making a
difference.
Paula Wiseman
9781481430876 $19.99

You Must Bring a Hat!
Simon Philip & Kate Hindley
Come join the fun—but only if you have a hat
and obey the rules. Unfortunately, there seems to be
a surprising number of those. Kids will read this hilarious
cumulative picture book again and again!
Sterling Children’s
9781454926887 $16.95
Artwork from this book is featured
on the cover of the catalog.

I’m Afraid Your Teddy
Is In Trouble Today
Jancee Dunn & Scott Nash
What do your toys do when your
back is turned? Discover the
mischief that ensues when a
ringleader teddy bear throws a
very memorable party.
Candlewick
9780763675370 $15.99

Hog Wild!
Sandra Boynton
Get up and dance! Sandra
Boynton’s sixth book-andCD collection features 11
funky, fresh dance tunes
that will inspire kids to move
to the beat.
Workman
9780761189923 $17.95

The Little Red Cat Who
Ran Away and Learned
His ABC’s (the Hard Way)
Patrick McDonnell
Award-winning artist
Patrick McDonnell tells
a hilarious, high-energy
alphabetical adventure.
Little, Brown
9780316502467 $17.99

Mice Skating
Annie Silvestro & Teagan White
For most field mice, winter means
burrowing down and snuggling in.
But not for Lucy! She loves snow, fluffy
wool hats and skating. This funny,
punny, warmhearted love song to
winter will have kids bundling up for
some cold-weather fun of their own.
Sterling Children’s
9781454916321 $16.95

Mrs. Peanuckle’s
Vegetable Alphabet
Mrs. Peanuckle & Jessie Ford
The new Mrs. Peanuckle
board book introduces
toddlers to the world around
them. From asparagus to
zucchini, yummy vegetable
facts and vibrant illustrations
are sure to entertain.
Rodale Kids
9781623368708 $7.99

Big Words for
Little Geniuses
Susan & James Patterson &
Hsinping Pan
There’s no ”gobbledygook” in
this clever picture book, with
each letter of the alphabet
providing a sophisticated word
and definition for ”Lilliputian”
children to learn.
jimmy patterson
9780316502931 $17.99

CHILDREN’S
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The 12 Days of Christmas
Greg Pizzoli
Greg Pizzoli’s pitch-perfect,
rollicking take on “The Twelve
Days of Christmas” brings new
life to the classic carol.
Disney-Hyperion
9781484750315 $16.99

A Child of Books
Oliver Jeffers & Sam Winston
This lyrical picture book will
inspire readers of all ages to
create, to question, to explore
and to imagine.
Candlewick
9780763690779 $17.99

A Charlie Brown Christmas:
Deluxe Edition
Charles M. Schultz
This deluxe edition of the
beloved holiday story features
a cloth cover, lush foil stamping
and incredible illustrations.
Simon Spotlight
9781534404557 $19.99

The Nutcracker
The New York City Ballet &
Valeria Docampo
The New York City Ballet
presents a classic ballet tale
with beautiful illustrations
echoing George Balanchine’s
The Nutcracker.
Little Simon
9781481458290 $17.99

Uni the Unicorn and the
Dream Come True
Amy Krouse Rosenthal
& Brigette Barrager
Discover the magic of belief and
friendship with the long-awaited
sequel to Amy Krouse Rosenthal’s
New York Times bestseller Uni the
Unicorn.
Random House
9781101936597 $17.99

Good Night, Baby Moon
DK
Learn about the phases of the
moon by following a family
of rabbits on their nighttime
walks. Includes a light-up LED
moon cover!
DK
9781465463074 $12.99

Princess Cora and the Crocodile
Laura Amy Schlitz & Brian Floca
A Newbery Medalist and a
Caldecott Medalist join forces to
give an overscheduled princess a
day off—and a deliciously wicked
crocodile a day on.
Candlewick
9780763648220 $16.99

Not Quite Narwhal
Jessie Sima
Narwhals and unicorns
leap off the beautiful pages
of Jessie Sima’s charming
story about family, identity
and loving yourself.
Simon & Schuster
9781481469098 $17.99

Good Day, Good Night
Margaret Wise Brown
& Loren Long
From the author of the
beloved classic Goodnight
Moon comes this
never-before-published
story brought to life by
bestselling illustrator
Loren Long.
HarperCollins
9780062383105 $18.99

Runny Babbit Returns
Shel Silverstein
Runny Babbit, star of Shel
Silverstein’s bestselling book,
is back in this new collection
featuring Runny and other
woodland characters who
speak a topsy-turvy language
all their own.
HarperCollins
9780062479396 $19.99

CHILDREN’S
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Here We Are
Oliver Jeffers
In his most personal book to
date, bestselling author Oliver
Jeffers uses wit and humor to
explore the world we live in.
Philomel
9780399167898 $18.99

Sarabella’s
Thinking Cap
Judy Schachner
Constant daydreamer
Sarabella works with her
understanding teacher
to come up with an idea
to show everyone exactly
who she is.
Dial
9780525429180 $17.99

Robinson
Peter Sís
Peter Sís blends a true story
from his childhood with the
fictional adventure of Robinson
Crusoe in this magical picture
book filled with heart and
imagination.
Scholastic
9780545731669 $17.99

Happy Dreamer
Peter H. Reynolds
Picture book artist Peter
H. Reynolds invites young
readers to celebrate the
colorful spectrum of
dreams and the many
ways to find happiness.
Orchard
9780545865012 $17.99

Coco: Miguel and
the Grand Harmony
Matt de la Peña & Ana Ramírez
This picture book, based on the
Pixar studios film Coco, pairs prose
from Newbery-winning author
Matt de la Peña with illustrations
from artist Ana Ramírez.
Disney Press
9781484781494 $17.99

Why Am I Me?
Paige Britt, Selina Alko
& Sean Qualls
Celebrating humanity and
diversity, this beautiful picture
book invites readers of all ages
to imagine a world where there
is no you or me, only we.
Scholastic
9781338053142 $17.99

Good Night, Reindeer
Denise Brennan-Nelson
& Marco Bucci
Santa’s reindeer need a full
night’s rest before their big trip
on Christmas Eve. All is quiet
and all the lights are out except
one . . .
Sleeping Bear
9781585363704 $16.99

Star Wars: BB-8
on the Run
Drew Daywalt
& Matt Myers
BB-8 is on the run. . . or
should we say roll? See how
everyone’s favorite little
astromech droid makes
friends and foils enemies in
this funny and exciting new
Star Wars adventure!
Disney Lucasfilm Press
9781484705087 $17.99

9781944020026

$8.99

9781944020149
$5.99

The Nocturnals
Tracey Hecht
Join the Nocturnals—a trio of unlikely animal friends—for
two fun adventures. In The Mysterious Abductions, Dawn,
Tobin and Bismark team up to find out why animals are
disappearing. The Moonlight Meeting is a great read-aloud
tale with lessons about friendship and sharing.
Fabled Films Press

YOUNG READERS
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The Nutcracker Mice
Kristin Kladstrup & Brett Helquist
A young mouse must save her
production of The Nutcracker in this
charming holiday tale from author
Kristin Kladstrup, illustrated by
Brett Helquist.
Candlewick
9780763685195 $17.99

Little Bigfoot, Big City
Jennifer Weiner
From #1 New York Times
bestselling author Jennifer
Weiner comes the second
book in her heartwarming
trilogy about friendship, furry
creatures and finding the
place where you belong.
Aladdin
9781481470773 $17.99

The Apprentice Witch
James Nicol
This charming middle grade debut
is full of magic and courage, set
in a world of witches, hexes and
supernatural creatures.
Chicken House
9781338118582 $16.99

The Purloining of Prince
Oleomargarine
Mark Twain, Philip Stead
& Erin Stead
Philip and Erin Stead, creators of
the Caldecott Medal-winning A Sick
Day for Amos McGee, bring to life a
never-before-published children’s
story from Mark Twain.
Doubleday
9780553523225 $24.99
Orphan Island
Laurel Snyder
Nine children are alone on a
mysterious island, but each year,
a boat brings a new child and the
oldest must leave—forever!
Walden Pond
9780062443410 $16.99

Mr. Lemoncello’s Great
Library Race
Chris Grabenstein
The #1 New York Times bestselling
author of Escape from Mr.
Lemoncello’s Library, Chris
Grabenstein brings readers an
exciting new adventure!
Random House
9780553536065 $16.99

The Incredible Magic
of Being
Kathryn Erskine
Science, comets and eternal
optimism help Julian bring
his family together in this
uplifting middle grade novel,
perfect for fans of A Snicker
of Magic.
Scholastic
9781338148510 $16.99

Serafina and the
Splintered Heart
Robert Beatty
In the epic third installment
of Robert Beatty’s bestselling
series, Serafina battles fiercely to
defend all she loves and become
everything that she is meant
to be.
Disney-Hyperion
9781484775042 $16.99

Diary of a Wimpy Kid #12:
The Getaway
Jeff Kinney
Greg Heffley and his family are
getting out of town. With the
cold weather and the stress of
the approaching holiday season,
the Heffleys decide to escape to
a tropical island resort for some
much-needed rest and relaxation.
Amulet
9781419725456 $13.95
The Witch Boy
Molly Knox Ostertag
The rules: Boys in Aster’s family
become shapeshifters, while
girls get to become witches.
But what if being who you
truly are breaks all the rules?
Graphix
9781338089516 $12.99

YOUNG READERS
Return of the Vinetropes
Sherry Ross
Mystical creatures known as
the Vinetropes have mastered
technologies of the future and can
save an imperiled world, but they
must be found before it’s too late.
ACC Publishing
9781851498574 $17.95

The Magic Misfits
Neil Patrick Harris & Lissy Marlin
Beloved award-winning actor
Neil Patrick Harris has created
a magical new children’s series
with plenty of tricks up its sleeve.
Little, Brown
9780316391825 $16.99

The Doldrums and the
Helmsley Curse
Nicholas Gannon
Three unstoppable friends face
the blizzard of the century in
this spectacular, giftable read.
Perfect for fans of Roald Dahl,
Brian Selznick and Lemony
Snicket.
Greenwillow
9780062320971 $17.99

Nevermoor
Jessica Townsend
For Harry Potter and Neil
Gaiman fans, this enchanting
series debut follows a cursed
girl who finds herself tested
beyond her wildest imagination
in a magical world.
Little, Brown
9780316508889 $17.99

Caleb and Kit
Beth Vrabel
In this powerful story of selfdiscovery, a magical friendship
blossoms between a boy living
with a disability and the vibrant,
free-spirited girl who shakes
up his life.
Running Press
9780762462230 $16.99

Dork Diaries 12: Tales from
a Not-So-Secret Crush
Catastrophe
Rachel Renée Russell
In Nikki’s newest diary, she
faces an unexpected crush
catastrophe: The new kid likes
her, but Brandon has been
Nikki’s crush for a year!
Aladdin
9781534405608 $13.99

All’s Faire in Middle School
Victoria Jamieson
First crushes, friend drama and—
jugglers? Impy learns it’s not so
easy being a noble knight-intraining in middle school.
Dial
9780525429999 $12.99
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Molly’s Story
W. Bruce Cameron
Join Molly as she discovers her
purpose in this heartwarming
middle-grade novel from the
author of Ellie’s Story, Bailey’s
Story and the bestselling
A Dog’s Purpose.
Starscape
9780765394934 $16.99

Wishtree
Katherine Applegate
From Newbery Medalist and New
York Times bestselling author
Katherine Applegatecomes an
extraordinary middle grade novel
about never losing hope. Wishes
have a way of coming true.
Feiwel & Friends
9781250043221 $16.99

Speed of Life
Carol Weston
The anonymous advice columnist
behind “Dear Kate” knows all of
Sofia’s secrets . . . and she’s dating
the one person Sofia is hiding
them from.
Jabberwocky
9781492654490 $16.99

YOUNG READERS
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DK Children’s Encyclopedia
DK
This new general reference
book for kids encompasses
everything that DK is about—
age-appropriate, jargon-free
text accompanied by detailed
images on a variety of topics.
DK
9781465462077 $24.99

History’s Mysteries
Kitson Jazynka
Perfect for kids who love
mysteries, this book explores
freaky phenomena, lost treasures,
vanished people and civilizations.
Discover fascinating subjects like
the Dancing Plague, the Solway
Spaceman and the Cahokia
Mounds!
National Geographic Kids
9781426328718 $14.99
LEGO Make Your Own Movie
Editors of KLUTZ
Lights, camera, action!
Bring your LEGO minifigures
to life with this beginnerfriendly guide to stop-motion
animation.
KLUTZ
9781338137200 $24.99

This Book Stinks!
Sarah Wassner Flynn
Give kids a tour of the world
of waste! This guide includes
the latest on composting
and recycling, how artists are
finding new ways to reuse
rubbish, and activities that will
inspire them to rethink our
throw-away culture.
National Geographic Kids
9781426327308 $14.99
Hockey: Then to Wow!
Editors of Sports Illustrated Kids
Take a journey through time to
see how hockey grew up. Using
in-game action photography
and fun illustrations, experts
show kids how the gear,
players, strategy and fans have
changed since 1917.
Liberty Street Books
9781683300113 $19.99

Star Wars Made Easy
Christian Blauvelt
Star Wars Made Easy answers
questions about the movies, the
Star Wars universe and
much more.
DK
9781465465214 $19.99

© & TM 2017 LUCASFILM LTD.
Used Under Authorization.

The Fantastic Body
Dr. Howard Bennett
The ultimate kids’ guide to the
human body—jam-packed with
fun facts, cool diagrams and gross
stories galore—will captivate
curious readers for hours. Coming
soon: Brain.
Rodale Kids
9781623368890 $19.99

The Football Fanbook
Gary Gramling & the editors
of Sports Illustrated Kids
A key addition to every young sports
fanatic’s library, The Football
Fanbook is filled with fun trivia,
illustrated how-to guides, important
game-winning strategies and more.
Liberty Street Books
9781683300076 $19.99

Building Amazing Creations
Sean Kenney
From animals to portraits to
skyscrapers, this is a behindthe-scenes exploration of a LEGO
master’s body of work for LEGO
enthusiasts of all ages.
Holt
9781627790185 $24.99

YOUNG READERS
Harry Potter and the
Prisoner of Azkaban
J.K. Rowling
The third book in the bestselling
Harry Potter series is now
available with glorious full color
illustrations by award-winning
artist Jim Kay.
Arthur A. Levine
9780545791342 $39.99
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Miles Morales: Spider-Man
Jason Reynolds & Kadir Nelson
A young Miles Morales juggles
being a typical teenager with
his identity as Earth’s newest
hero: Spider-Man.
Marvel
9781484787489 $17.99

The Afterlife of Holly Chase
Cynthia Hand
Every Scrooge deserves a
second chance. Spread a little
Christmas cheer with this
modern reimagining of A
Christmas Carol.
HarperTeen
9780062318503 $17.99

All the Crooked Saints
Maggie Stiefvater
Bestselling author Maggie
Stiefvater returns with a
gripping tale of miracles and
family under a landscape of
dark saints, forbidden love and
a sky full of watchful
desert stars.
Scholastic
9780545930802 $19.99

The Book of Dust
Philip Pullman
The search for Dust begins in the
first installment of an epic new
trilogy set in the world of Philip
Pullman’s His Dark Materials.
Knopf
9780375815300 $22.99

If There’s No Tomorrow
Jennifer L. Armentrout
Powerful, emotional and necessary,
this is a remarkable story about the
choices we make and the heartbreak
and hope they can bring. It’s a
perfect winter read!
Harlequin Teen
9780373212224 $18.99

Award WinneRS

From Your Favorite Independent Booksellers
Fiction

Nonfiction

Picture Book

Middle Readers Young Adult

The Underground
Railroad
Colson Whitehead
Doubleday
9780385542364 $26.95

March Book Three
John Lewis
Top Shelf
9781603094023 $19.99

They All Saw a Cat
Brendan Wenzel
Chronicle
9781452150130 $16.99

Ghost
Still Life with Tornado
Jason Reynolds
A.S. King
Atheneum/Caitlyn Dlouhy
Dutton
9781481450157 $16.99 9781101994887 $17.99

Thank you for shopping at your

LOCAL INDEPENDENT
BOOKSTORE
The Art Museum (Revised Edition)
Housing the finest art collection ever
assembled, this revised, reformatted
edition of the groundbreaking Phaidon
book offers the museum experience
without the boundaries of space
and time.
9780714875026 $59.95

Book of Bones
Inspired by popular books of world
records, this humorous and informative
exploration of animal anatomy presents
fascinating animal trivia alongside vivid,
tactile illustrations sure to captivate young
fact-finders.
9780714875125 $19.95

Universe
What do NASA and Andy Warhol have
in common? Phaidon’s Universe.
Following in the tradition of Map and
Plant, this stunningly illustrated survey
celebrates the universe from the ancient
to the contemporary.
9780714874616 $59.95

Annie Leibovitz: Portraits 2005-2016
This new collection includes more than
150 remarkable portraits from one of the
most influential photographers of our
time, featuring extraordinary images of
the people who shape our culture—from
artists, performers and musicians to
scientists, athletes and political figures.
9780714875132 $89.95

Bread Is Gold
World-renowned and influential chef
Massimo Bottura presents the first
cookbook to take a holistic look at the
subject of food waste, offering inspiring
recipes from 60 of his fellow leading chefs,
including Mario Batali and Alain Ducasse.
9780714875361 $39.95

America: The Cookbook
Take a culinary road trip across the country
with authentic recipes from every state
and contributions from 100 food experts
and chefs, including Adam Gopnik, Melissa
Clark and Corby Kummer.
9780714873961 $49.95

JUST FOR KIDS
What Does Baby Want?
This is the funny, frank and refreshingly
honest tale of a baby who’s only satisfied
by one thing.
9780714874074 $12.95
Twinkle, Twinkle, ABC
From the author of Hug This Book!
comes this whimsical, illustrated board
book that features a catchy musical
mash-up for the toddler set.
9780714875071 $12.95

Tacos!
This new addition to the popular Cook
in a Book series allows young chefs-tobe to prepare tacos through the magic
of paper engineering.
9780714875057 $14.95
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